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THE TIME FOR WOMEN IN NEW YORK IS NOW!

New NYC legislation and Governor Andrew M. Cuomo's proposed Women’s Equality Act are changing the breadth and scope of opportunities for women in New York.

Women Build New York is a half-day conference that will help women and minorities in the construction and related building industries navigate new opportunities and new directions to consider as they build their businesses and their careers.

HIGHER GOALS BUILD NEW OPPORTUNITIES
18% Goals for Women in NYC and 20% Goals for MWBEs in New York State

New York City’s recent Local Law 1-2013 legislation increases goals for women on a race neutral basis to 18% in construction. New York State’s increased commitment to 20% goals provides a new framework for opening doors for women in the construction industry. Both of these developments are breaking new ground for women to grow as business owners and executives and take their rightful place at the corporate table.

Women Build New York will guide attendees to have a better understanding of how the new NYC legislation will actually work within the NYC agencies as well as how the pending State legislation will impact women across the State.

THE INFORMATION YOU WILL TAKE AWAY
• The latest news on the Special Initiative for Rebuilding and Resiliency (SIRR)
• How will NYC Local Law 1-2013 work?
• What new compliance requirements will be put in place?
• What will be included in the new NYC Online MWBE Directory?
• NYS’s proposed women’s equality legislation
• The new National Urban League Project will create the largest mixed use development in Upper Manhattan by dollar value and size
• New opportunities for MWBEs in private and public market sectors

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
• Owners and Principals of construction companies
• Construction suppliers
• C-Suite Professionals, including CEOs, COOs, CFOs and other senior level managers
• Government and other public sector leaders
• Advisors serving the construction industry from law, banking, accounting, finance and other construction-related disciplines
• Academic professionals serving the construction industry
• Real estate professionals with construction-related responsibilities
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